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LOVE PHARMA INC., ANNOUNCES LISTING ON
FRANKFURT STOCK EXCHANGE

October 12, 2021

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, October 12, 2021 / Love Pharma Inc. (CSE:

LUV) (FSE: G1Q0) (the “Company”) a specialized health and wellness company,

is pleased to announce that its common shares were accepted for listing on the

Frankfurt Stock Exchange (FSE) under the trading symbol “G1Q0”.

CEO and Director, Zachary Stadnyk, stated: “We’re excited to have quickly

obtained our Frankfurt listing very soon after our initial listing in Canada on the

CSE. Becoming listed on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange is an important milestone

for the Company and one we have been focused on achieving; this will provide

investors with immediate access to trading in the Company’s common shares.”

About the Frankfurt Stock Exchange:

Located in Frankfurt, Germany, the Frankfurt Stock Exchange (FRA) is one of the

largest and most efficient trading facilities in the world. It is the largest of the

seven stock exchanges in Germany and the twelfth largest stock exchange in the

world by market cap.

Please see the Company’s profile on the FSE here: 

 

About Love Pharma Inc.

With a focus on the global sexual Health and Wellness markets, Love Pharma

Inc. (CSE: LUV) was founded in 2020, with a mission to bring to market innovative

https://www.boerse-frankfurt.de/equity/love-pharma-inc

CSE : LUV |  FSE : G1Q0

https://www.boerse-frankfurt.de/equity/love-pharma-inc
https://love-pharma.com/
https://www.google.com/finance/quote/LUV:CNSX
https://www.boerse-frankfurt.de/equity/love-pharma-inc


products that enhance sexual health and wellness while providing an improved

quality of life.  Love Pharma holds exclusive licenses to produce market, package,

sell, and distribute patent-protected therapeutic and pharmaceutical products

throughout Europe, the United Kingdom, and North America.

For further information, please contact:

Investor Relations

Telephone: 1 (604) 343-2977

E-mail: 

 

Neither the Canadian Securities Exchange nor its Regulation Services Provider

(as that term is defined in the policies of the Canadian Securities Exchange)

accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release.

Certain statements contained in this release may constitute “forward–looking

statements” or “forward-looking information” (collectively “forward-looking

information”) as those terms are used in the Private Securities Litigation Reform

Act of 1995 and similar Canadian laws. These statements relate to future events

or future performance. The use of any of the words “could”, “intend”, “expect”,

“believe”, “will”, “projected”, “estimated”, “anticipates” and similar expressions and

statements relating to matters that are not historical facts are intended to

identify forward-looking information and are based on the Company’s current

belief or assumptions as to the outcome and timing of such future events. Actual

future results may differ materially. In particular, this release contains forward-

looking information relating to the business of the Company, financing and

certain corporate changes. The forward-looking information contained in this

release is made as of the date hereof and the Company is not obligated to

update or revise any forward-looking information, whether as a result of new

information, future events or otherwise, except as required by applicable

securities laws. Because of the risks, uncertainties and assumptions contained
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herein, investors should not place undue reliance on forward-looking

information. The foregoing statements expressly qualify any forward-looking

information contained herein.
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This website contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of applicable securities laws. All statements that are not

historical facts, including without limitation, statements regarding future estimates, plans, programs, forecasts, projections,

objectives, assumptions, expectations or beliefs of future performance, are “forward-looking statements.” Forward-looking

statements can be identified by the use of words such as “plans”, “expects” or “does not expect”, “is expected”, “estimates”,

“intends”, “anticipates” or “does not anticipate”, or “believes”, or variations of such words and phrases or statements that certain

actions, events or results “may”, “could”, “would”, “might” or “will” be taken, occur or be achieved. Such forward-looking statements

involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual results, events or developments to be

materially different from any future results, events or developments expressed or implied by such forward looking statements.

Such risks and uncertainties include, among others, dependence on obtaining and maintaining regulatory approvals, including

acquiring and renewing federal, provincial, municipal, local or other licenses and any inability to obtain all necessary

governmental approvals licenses and permits to operate and expand the Company’s facilities; engaging in activities which

currently are illegal under Canadian federal law and the uncertainty of existing protection from Canadian federal or other

prosecution; regulatory or political change such as changes in applicable laws and regulations, including federal and provincial

legalization, due to inconsistent public opinion, perception of the medical-use and adult-use marijuana industry, bureaucratic

delays or inefficiencies or any other reasons; any other factors or developments which may hinder market growth; the Company’s

limited operating history and lack of historical profits; reliance on management; the Company’s requirements for additional

financing, and the effect of capital market conditions and other factors on capital availability, including closing of the financings

contemplated herein; competition, including from more established or better financed competitors; and the need to secure and

maintain corporate alliances and partnerships, including with customers and suppliers. These factors should be considered

carefully, and readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on such forward-looking statements. Although the Company has

attempted to identify important risk factors that could cause actual actions, events or results to differ materially from those

described in forward-looking statements, there may be other risk factors that cause actions, events or results to differ from those

anticipated, estimated or intended. There can be no assurance that forward-looking statements will prove to be accurate, as

actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in forward-looking statements. The Company has

no obligation to update any forward-looking statement, even if new information becomes available as a result of future events,

new information or for any other reason except as required by law.
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